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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
 
 
This title list is made to supply literature references to visitors of the Annual Conference on 
Decentralisation and Legitimacy of the Association for Law and Administration in Developing and 
Transitional Countries, held in The Hague at the Institute of Social Studies on the 20th of June, 2002. 
 
The titles are on decentralisation and legitimacy. Legitimacy is here primarily interpreted as 
democracy, democratisation, and all forms of participation of the population in the political processes 
of the country concerned.  
 
The titles were harvested in the WorldCatalogue, [(http://newfirstsearch.oclc.org/FSIP) visited: 06-12-
02] have been altered to the fit of this list, and are presented in alphabetical-author order. Most entries 
have a TOC (table of content) to inform the reader on the subject, some have a small abstract serving 
the same purpose.  
 
The references have been published in the period 1999 - 2002, only monographs were selected.  
WorldCatalogue has the possibility to make selections based on representation in libraries; we have 
kept that in mind while making this selection.  
 
The Association for Law and Administration in Developing and Transitional Countries is closely 
related to the Van Vollenhoven Institute for Law, Governance and Development. The institute started 
in 1978 as merger of two collections on colonial law, administration and adat law in the former Dutch 
colonies. After a process of transformation and adjustment to the changing needs of research and 
teaching since the 1980s, the collection profile now includes a general collection on law, governance 
and development in developing countries, and some country and region specific collections. The 
countries are: Indonesia, China, South Africa, recently Mali and Ghana were added, Suriname, the 
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba; the regions are: North Africa (Egypt and Morocco), Southeast Asia, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East (Islamic law). 
 
You are welcome in the library at: 
Faculty of Law, Hugo de Grootstraat 27, room 354, 2311 XK, Leiden, Netherlands. 
Tel. 071-5277261 
Email: a.j.dekker@law.leidenuniv.nl or s.holverda@law.leidenuniv.nl 
 
Leiden, June 12, 2002. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX 
 
GENERAL: 1, 7, 19, 31, 40, 47, 59, 69, 73, 77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 86, 91, 101, 111, 122, 123, 
146, 152, 153, 168, 169, 171, 175, 179, 181, 191, 192, 195, 199, 218, 222 
 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES  
general: 2, 27, 28, 42, 44, 48, 55, 71, 75, 88, 90, 94, 95, 119, 137, 145, 148, 159,  
160, 172, 176, 183, 193 
 
AFRICA  
general:   4,  93, 106, 157, 161, 163, 164, 167, 186, 187, 212, 220 
Benin:    102  
Eastern Africa:   14, 158 
 Egypt:    38 
 Ethiopia:   125,  207  
Ghana:    52, 96, 140, 188 
Kenya:    14, 84  
Mali:    57, 89, 219 
Mocambique:  67 
Morocco:  35  
 Nigeria:   39,  63, 213  
 North Africa:   72  
Príncipe:  197 
São Tomé:   197  
Sierra Leone:  41 
 South Africa:  8, 46, 64,  82, 118, 139, 150, 155, 180, 200  
Southern Africa:158, 184 
Sub Sahara:  3, 10, 97, 112  
Sudan:  17 
Tanzania: 24 
Togo:  102  
Uganda: 76, 117,156, 162, 178 
Zambia: 37  
Zanzibar: 24 
 
ASIA  
general: 98, 116,  
 India:   121, 170 
 
South East Asia: 
general:  45, 154, 211 
 Indonesia:  16, 64, 114, 196, 204  
 Malaysia:  11, 132, 215 
 Philippines:  54, 62 
Thailand:  165  
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East Asia: 
general: 217, 221  
China:   29, 50, 58, 68, 100, 105,138, 210, 223 
Hong Kong:  58, 100  
South Korea:  22, 113, 126, 189, 198, 203  
Taiwan: 29, 50, 58, 104, 113, 130, 210  
Tibet:   36  
 
EUROPE 
general: 15, 30, 32, 72, 209, 214, 221  
Spain:   15, 64, 
 
LATIN AND CENTRAL AMERICA  
general: 25, 32, 70, 79, 120, 129, 141, 151, 206, 217 
 Argentina:  62, 66 
 Bolivia: 56  
Brazil:   12, 107, 115, 174 
 Chile:   85, 133, 177 
Costa Rica:  127  
Cuba:   134  
El Salvador:  33, 136  
 Guatemala:  34, 49, 136 
 Mexico:   60, 64, 190, 201, 205  
 Nicaragua:  136, 166  
 Peru:   147, 194  
 
 MIDDLE EAST AND ARAB COUNTRIES  
general: 6, 13, 17, 23, 43, 185 
 Iran:   21 
 Kuwait: 208 
Palestine:  38  
 
TRANSITIONAL COUNTRIES   
general: 9, 18, 20, 25, 26, 32, 51, 53,  61, 65, 74, 87, 99, 103, 108, 109, 110, 124, 128, 
131, 135, 149, 159, 173, 202, 214, 216 
 Bulgaria:  142  
Russia:  143, 144, 182 
Slovakia:  5, 92 
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1. Year:   2001 
Title: The architecture of democracy: constitutional design, conflict management, 
and democracy. 
Publisher: Oxford: Oxford University Press, 400 p., 24 cm. 
Series:  Oxford studies in democratization 
Keywords:  Democracy -- Conflict management -- Constitutional law -- Case studies 
Notes: "….This book is the result of the Constitutional Design 2000 conference at 
the University of Notre Dame, ed.: by: Andrew S. Reynolds "  
 
2. Corp Author: Center for Democracy and Governance  
Year:   2000 
Title:   Managing assistance in support of political and electoral processes.  
Publisher: Washington, D.C.: Center for Democracy and Governance Bureau for Global 
Programs Field Support and Research U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 65, [14] p., 28 cm. 
Series:   Technical publications series 
Keywords:  Democracy -- Democratization -- Political parties -- Politics and government 
--Developing countries  
 
3. Corp Author: Chr. Michelsens Institutt  
Year:   2001 
Title: Can democratization prevent conflicts: lessons from Sub-Saharan Africa - the 
Bergen Seminar on Development 2001, Solstrand 18-20 June 2001: seminar 
report  
Publisher: Brattvaag, Norway: Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 28 p., 30 
cm. 
Series:   Evaluation report; 6/2001  
Keywords:  Democratization -- Politics and government -- Africa, Sub-Saharan  
 
4. Corp Author: Global Coalition for Africa 
Year:   2000 
Title:   Issues in democratization and governance.  
Publisher: Washington, DC: Global Coalition for Africa, VI, 237 p., 28 cm. 
 
5. Corp Author: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance  
Year:   2000 
Title: Advancing democracy in Slovakia through local self-governance: lessons 
learned from other European countries.  
Publisher Stockholm, Sweden: International IDEA, xiv, 108 p., col. ill., 30 cm. 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Democracy -- Slovakia. 
 
6. Corp Author: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance  
Year:   2000 
Title:  Democracy in the Arab world: challenges, achievements and prospects.  
Publisher: Stockholm, Sweden: International IDEA, vii, 33 p., col. Map., 30 cm. 
Keywords:  Legislative bodies -- Democratization -- Democracy - Political culture - 
Middle East. 
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7.          Corp Author: International Political Science Association.  
Year:   2000 
Title: World capitalism, governance and community: toward a corporate 
millennium? : abstracts XVIIIth World Congress of the International Political 
Science Association, Québec, from August 1st to 5th, 2000  
Publisher: Paris: The Association, [6], 166 p., 28 cm. 
Keywords: Political science - Congresses. 
 
8. Corp Author: South Africa, Department of Constitutional Development (1994-1999) 
Year:   1999 
Title:   Participation & accountability: local government for the 21st century  
Publisher:  Pretoria: The Dept., 22 p. ill, 30 cm. 
Series:  Local government information series; 2; Variation: Local government 
information series (South Africa. Dept. of Constitutional Development 
(1994-1999); 2 
Keywords:  Local government -- Government liability -- South Africa. 
 
9. Corp Author:  United Nations, Division for Public Economics and Public  
Administration.  
Year:   2000 
Title: Decentralization: conditions for success: lessons from Central and Eastern 
Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States Conference  
Publisher: New York: United Nations, vi, 134 p., 28 cm. 
Keywords:  Decentralization in government -- Europe, Eastern -- Former Soviet republics 
--Congresses 
TOC:  Executive summary -- The Yerevan Declaration -- Opening address / by 
Khosrov Haroutiunian -- Opening address / by Guido Bertucci -- Message / 
by Anton Kruiderink -- The Conference: an overview -- Decentralization 
reforms in Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS after 1989: aims, 
problems and solutions / by Michal Illner -- The legislative aspects of 
decentralization / by Hellmut Wollmann -- Decentralization in the European 
Union / by Michael Kelly -- Financial aspects of decentralization under 
conditions of transition to a market economy / by M.M. Prusak -- 
Interdependence and the balance between centralization and decentralization 
of financial resources in Russia / by Leonid B. Vardomsky and Dorothy J. 
Rosenberg -- A framework of success for government audit in a decentralized 
state / by Gertrude Schlicker -- Human resources development for 
decentralization / by Demetrios Argyriades -- Mobilizing civic participation 
in local governance : what, why and how? / by Lyle D. Wray -- Conclusion : 
summary of the findings and recommendations of the working groups -- The 
LIFE programme in Kyrgyzstan : a case study / by Bolot Kuliazarov -- 
Annotated programme -- List of participants. 
Notes: "Decentralization in Eastern and Central Europe and the CIS: Conditions for 
Success" (Conference 1999; Yerevan, Armenia) 
 
10. Authors: Abbink, J.; Hesseling, Gerti (eds.) 
Year:   2000 
Title:   Election observation and democratization in Africa 
Publisher: Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Macmillan Press, New York St. 
Martin's Press, xiv, 324 p., map; 23 cm. 
Keywords:  Election monitoring -- Elections -- Democratization -- Democracy -- Election 
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monitoring -- Africa, Sub-Saharan -- Africa. 
TOC: G. Hesseling. Introduction: Rethinking Democratization and Election 
Observation - J. Abbink . Part I The Context of Elections in Africa  
Democratization in Africa: the Role of Election Observation - O. van 
Cranenburgh, Elections in Africa in Historical Context - S. Ellis, Stability or 
Democracy: on the Role of Monitors, Media and Miracles - I. van Kessel,  
Elections and Civil Strife: Some Implications for International Election 
Observation - B. de Gaay Fortman, Part II Case Studies : African Multi-
partyism and the Quest for Democratic Alternatives: Ugandan Elections Past 
and Present - M. Doornbos, Of Ethnicity, Manipulation and Observation: the 
1992 and 1997 Elections in Kenya - T. Dietz - D. Foeken,  The Organization 
and Observation of Elections in Federal Ethiopia: Retrospect and Prospect - 
J. Abbink, Secret Worlds, Democratization and Election Observation in 
Malawi - R. van Dijk, The 1996-7 Elections in Chad: the Role of the 
International Observers - R. Buijtenhuijs, Elections in Mali (1992-7): Civil 
Society Confronted with the Rules of Democracy - M.-F. Lange, Part III New 
Perspectives? Policy Issues and Electoral Observation in Africa: International 
Election Observation: a Discussion on Policy and Practice - J. Abbink - W. 
van Binsbergen, Election Observation: Policies of the Netherlands 
Government 1992-7 - O. van Cranenburgh, The Kenyan General Elections of 
1997: Implementing a New Model for International Election Observation in 
Africa  
 
11. Author:  Abdul Rahman, Embong 
Year:   2002 
Title:   State-led modernization and the new middle class in Malaysia 
Publisher:  Basingstoke: Palgrave, xxii, 247 p., 23 cm. 
Series:   Series in international political economy 
Keywords:  Middle class -- Civil society -- Democratization -- Malaysia. 
 
12. Author:  Abers, Rebecca 
Year:   2000 
Title:   Inventing local democracy: grassroots politics in Brazil 
Publisher: Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, xii, 269 p., ill., maps ; 24 cm. 
Keywords:  Local government -- Citizen participation -- Case studies -- Political 
participation -- Politics and government -- Porto Alegre (Brazil)  
TOC: List of Tables and Figures  - Acknowledgments Introduction: Participation, 
Empowerment, and State-Society Relations, Part 1 Context - Urban Politics 
and Neighborhood Organizing in Brazil -  Transforming Local Governance: 
The PT and the Challenges of Participation  - Part 2 From Ideals to Practice: 
Building Participatory Policy  -  Participation and Governability -  Building 
Political Support  - Part 3 Integrating the Excluded - Who Participates? 
Inequality and the Participatory Budget Process  -  Mobilizing 
Neighborhoods -  Part 4 Emerging Political Capacities  -  From Clientelism to 
Cooperation: Strengthening Civic Organizations - Building "Enlarged 
Thinking"  - Resisting Co-optation, Contesting Government Control  - Part 5 
Conclusions  - Overcoming the Dilemmas of Participatory Democracy  - 
Methodological Appendix  - Glossary of Portuguese Words and Phrases - 
Acronyms and Abbreviations  - References  - Index  -  More Info.  
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13. Author:  Abootalebi, Ali Reza 
Year:   2000 
Title:  Islam and democracy: state-society relations in developing countries, 1980-
1994 
Publisher: New York: Garland Pub., xiii, 249 p., 23 cm. 
Series:   Comparative studies in democratization 
Keywords:  Democracy -- Politics and government -- Developing countries-- Islamic 
countries. 
TOC: Preface - Chapter 1 Introduction  - Methodology and Organization - 
Overview of the Book - Notes - Chapter 2 Democracy -  Democracy and Its 
Evolution - Democracy and Its Prerequisites - Economic Development and 
Democracy - Democracy and Economic Inequality - Culture and Democracy 
- Sociopolitical Variables and Democracy - Religion and Democracy - The 
Role of Ideology - Islam and Democracy: Some Misconceptions - Notes - 
Chapter 3 Theories and Measures of Democractization - Society-State 
Relations and Democratization - External Factors - Measures for the 
Explanatory Variables in This Study - Democracy and The Quality of Human 
Development - Democracy and the Human Development Index (HDI) - 
Democracy and Economic Inequality or Poverty (AP) - Quality of 
Development and Poverty - Organizational Unity of Labor (OUL) - State-
Society Power Resources - State Power - State-Society Relations - Measures 
of State Power - Measures of Society-State Power Relations - Measures of 
Democratization in this Study - Conclusion - Notes - Chapter 4 Islam, Civil 
Society, and Democracy - Current Studies of Islam in Politics: A Critique - 
Why Resurgent Islam? - Ideological Currents in Islam - Islam in Power - 
Current Ideological Struggle Within Islam - Islam and the Debate on Civil 
Society - The Imperative of Institutionalized Participation for Democracy -  
Islam in Electoral Politics - Conclusion: Prospects for Democratization - 
Policy Implications for Islamic Leaders - Notes - Chapter 5 Empirical 
Analysis and Alternative Explanations of Democratization  - Islam and 
Empirical Findings of Previous Studies - Alternative Hypotheses: GNP Per 
Capita, and Knowledge Distribution - The Variables and Their Correlations -  
Should-Be Democracies (Predicted Scores Between 2.3 and 2.9) - The Near-
Democracies in Less-Developed Countries - More-Plausible Near-
Democracies (Predicted Scores Between 3.0 and 3.9) - Less-Plausible 
Potential Near-Democracies (Predicted Scores Between 4.1 and 4.7) - Least-
Plausible Potential-Democracies (Predicted Scores Between 5.1 and 5.8) - 
Conclusion - Notes-  Chapter 6 Conclusion - Appendix I.A Measures of 
Organizational Unity of Labor in Selected Less-Developed Countries, Circa 
1987 - Appendix I.B Measures of Organizational Unity of Labor in Selected 
Less-Developed Countries, Circa 1992 - Appendix II Central Government 
Expenditures as Percentage of GNP for Selected Years (Average) -Appendix 
III Selected Less-Developed Countries' Vital Statistics  
 
14. Author:  Ajulu, Rok  
Year:   2001 
Title:  Democratisation and conflict in eastern Africa: Kenya's succession crisis and 
its likely impact on eastern Africa and the Great Lakes region 
Publisher: Braamfontein, South Africa: Institute for Global Dialogue, 37 p., 30 cm. 
Series:   IGD occasional paper; No. 28 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Conflict management -- Politics and government -- 
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Africa, Eastern -- Kenya. 
 
15. Author:  Alexander, Gerard 
Year:   2002 
Title:   The sources of democratic consolidation 
Publisher: Ithaca: Cornell University Press, xii, 292 p., ill. ; 24 cm. 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Rational choice theory -- Political aspects -- General will 
-- Democracy -- Political stability -- Europe -- Spain -- History -- 20th 
century. 
TOC: Rational regime preferences in Europe -- Democracy with whom? 
Authoritarianism under whom? -- Predictability and democratic consolidation 
-- The right and the breakdown of Spanish democracy, 1931-1936 -- 
Democratic transition and consolidation in Spain, 1976-1986 -- Political risks 
and regime outcomes in Europe before 1940 -- Political risks and regime 
outcomes in Europe after 1945 -- Consolidation into the future and outside 
Europe -- Appendix: interviews on the Spanish rights' beliefs in the 1970s 
and 1980s. 
 
16. Author:  Ali, Denny J. 
Year:   2001 
Title: Democratization from below protest events and regime change in Indonesia 
1997-1998 
Publisher: Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, xii, 225 leaves p., : ill. 
Keywords: Democratization -- Regime change -- Indonesia -- 1997/98- 
Notes:  Thesis (Ph. D.)--Ohio State University, 2001. 
 
17. Author:  ‘Ali, Haydar Ibrahim  
Year:   1999 
Title:  Civil society and democratization in arab countries with special reference to 
the Sudan 
Publisher: Tokyo: Islamic Area Studies Project, 16p., 26 cm. 
Series:   Islamic Area Studies Working Paper Series; 12 
 
18. Author:  Andersen, Frode Overland 
Year:   2000 
Title: Fragile democracies: a study of institutional consolidation in six Eastern and 
Central European democracies, 1989-1997 
Publisher: Trondheim, Norway: Program on East European Cultures & Societies, viii, 
173 p., 21 cm. 
Series:   Trondheim studies on East European cultures & societies ; no. 4 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Politics and government -- 1989 - -- Europe, Eastern. 
 
19. Author:  Anderson, James (ed.) 
Year:   2002 
Title:   Transnational democracy 
Publisher: New York: London Routledge, 224 p., 24 cm. 
Series:   Transnationalism 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Globalization -- 1989-. 
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20. Author:  Anderson, Richard D. 
Year:   2001 
Title:   Postcommunism and the theory of democracy 
Publisher: Princeton, N.J.: Oxford Princeton University Press, 201 p., 24 cm. 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Post-communism -- Politics and government  -- Europe, 
Eastern -- Former Soviet republics. 
Summary:  Why did the wave of democracy that swept the former Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe starting more than a decade ago develop in ways unexpected 
by observers who relied on existing theories of democracy? In 
Postcommunism and the Theory of Democracy, four distinguished scholars 
conduct the first major assessment of democratization theory in light of the 
experience of postcommunist states. Richard Anderson, Steven Fish, Stephen 
Hanson, and Philip Roeder not only apply theory to practice, but using a 
wealth of empirical evidence, draw together the elements of existing theory 
into new syntheses. The authors each highlight a development in 
postcommunist societies that reveals an anomaly or lacuna in existing theory. 
They explain why authoritarian leaders abandon authoritarianism, why 
democratization sometimes reverses course, how subjects become citizens by 
beginning to take sides in politics, how rulers become politicians by 
beginning to seek popular support, and not least, how democracy becomes 
consolidated. Rather than converging on a single approach, each author 
shows how either a rationalist, institutionalist, discursive, or Weberian 
approach sheds light on this transformation. They conclude that the 
experience of postcommunist democracy demands a rethinking of existing 
theory.  
TOC:  1. Introduction - George W. Breslauer. 2. The Rejection of Authoritarianism - 
Philip G. Roeder. 3. The Dynamics of Democratic Erosion - M. Steven Fish. 
4. The Discursive Origins of Russian Democratic Politics - Richard D. 
Anderson, Jr. 5. Defining Democratic Consolidation - Stephen E. Hanson. 6. 
Conclusion: Postcommunism and the Theory of Democracy - M. Steven Fish 
- Philip G. Roeder - Stephen E. Hanson - Richard D. Anderson, Jr.  
 
21. Author:  Ansari, ‘Ali M.  
Year:   2000 
Title:   Iran, Islam and democracy: the politics of managing change 
Publisher: Washington DC: London Royal Institute of International Affairs, xv, 240 p., 
24 cm 
Keywords:  Islam and politics -- Islamic fundamentalism -- Democratization -- Political 
participation -- Democracy -- Social change -- Civil rights -- Political culture 
-- Social conditions -- 1979-1997 -- Iran  
TOC: Introduction. 1: Iran, Islam and Democracy: The Theoretical Context. 2: The 
Politics of Managing Change. 3: Revolution, Republic and War. 4: 
Rafsanjani and the Ascendancy of the Mercantile Bourgeoisie. 5: The Failure 
of the Mercantile Bourgeois Republic and the Election of Khatami. 6: 
Contested Hegemonies and the Institutionalization of Power. 7: The 
Dialectics of Reform. 8: The Tide of Reform. 9: Conclusion. 
 
22. Author:  Armstrong, Charles K. (ed.) 
Year:   2002 
Title:   Korean society: civil society, democracy, and the state 
Publisher: London: New York, viii, 214 p., 24 cm. 
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Series:   Asia's transformations  
Keywords:  Civil society -- Democracy --Democratization  -- Korea (South) -- 1988 
 
23. Authors:  Baaklini, Abdo I.; Denoeux, Guilain; Springborg, Robert 
Year:   1999 
Title:  Legislative politics in the Arab world: the resurgence of democratic 
institutions 
Publisher: Boulder, Colo.: Lynne Rienner Publishers, ix, 278 p., 23 cm. 
Keywords:  Legislative bodies --Democracy  -- Democratization -- -- Politics and 
government -- 1945 -- Arab countries. 
TOC: Introduction. I. Arab Legislatures: A Framework for Analysis. 1. The Neglect 
and Rediscovery of Arab Parliaments. 2. Negotiated Transitions to 
Democracy in the Arab World. 3. The Functions of Arab Parliaments and 
Their Role in Democratic Transitions. 4. Arab Legislatures: A Typology. II. 
Case Studies. 5. Lebanon. 6. Morocco. 7. Jordan. 8. Kuwait. 9. Yemen. 10. 
Egypt. III Conclusion.  11. Legislatures and Democratic Transitions: Lessons 
for the Twenty-First Century.  
 
24. Author:  Bakari, Mohammed Ali 
Year:   2001 
Title:   The democratisation process in Zanzibar: a retarded transition 
Publisher: Hamburg: Institut für Afrika-Kunde, vi, 360 p., ill.; 21 cm. 
Series:   Hamburg African studies; 11 
Notes: Originally presented as the author's thesis (doctoral)--Universität Hamburg, 
2000. Includes bibliographical references (p. 343-358). 
Keywords:  Democratization -- Democracy -- Politics and government -- Tanzania -- 
Zanzibar. 
 
25. Author:  Baker, Randall (ed.) 
Year:   2002 
Title:   Transitions from authoritarianism: the role of the bureaucracy 
Publisher: Westport, Conn.: Praeger, vi, 311 p., 25cm. 
Keywords:  Bureaucracy -- Authoritarianism -- Democratization -- Civil service reform -- 
Europe, Eastern -- Latin America -- Case studies. 
TOC: Abstract: Introduction: transition and reform in post-authoritarian states / 
Randall Baker -- Predestining ineffectuality: administrative theory of the 
early Soviet state / Stanley Managua -- Creating a new civil service on the 
ruins of the Soviet bureaucracy: when ideologies meet realities / Georg 
Sootla -- Restructuring the state in Latin America in an era of transition / 
Lawrence S. Graham -- Soviet administration in Estonia: continuity and shifts 
in attitudes in the course of reform / Harry Roots and Natalia Karotom -- 
Transition in the public service sector of the former German Democratic 
Republic after 1989/90: the German experience (the absorption model) / 
Rupert Eilsberger -- Reforming local government in Bulgaria: bringing 
democracy to the people / Ljudmil Georgieve -- Transition in Slovenia from a 
comparative perspective / Mik Strmecki -- The local response to democracy 
and the bureaucracy: the case of Slovakia / Juraj Nemec -- The role of public 
administration in the consolidation of democracy in Portugal / Rui Afonso 
Lucas and Joao Francisco de Magalhaes Ilharco -- Transition from 
authoritarianism: the case of Spain / Manuel Villoria Mendieta and Laura 
Huntoon -- Modernizing public organization from a client/citizen 
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perspective: the experience of Brazil / Paulo Roberto Motta -- 
Redemocratization and the modernization of the state: The Alfonsín era in 
Argentina / Oscar Oszlak -- A re-examination of the political/administrative 
interface with particular reference to South Africa's recent democratic 
experience / Christopher Thornhill -- The European Union and public 
administration development in Central and Eastern Europe / Tony Verheijen -
- From public administration reform to European integration: cooperation 
between the European Union and the transitional states of Eastern and 
Central Europe / Paul Collins -- Reforming post-Socialist federations: can it 
really work? / Zeljko Sevic / -- Comparative overview and conclusion / 
Randall Baker. 
 
26. Authors:  Balsis, Catherine; Porro, Jeffrey D.  
Year:   2000 
Title:   A decade of change: profiles of USAID assistance to Europe and Eurasia 
Publisher: Washington, DC. Usaid, 43 p., ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
Keywords:  Economic assistance, American -- Humanitarian assistance, American  -- 
Democratization -- Economic conditions -- Social conditions -- Europe, 
Eastern -- Europe, Central -- Former Soviet republics  -- Asia, Central -- 
Russia (Federation) 
 
27. Authors:  Barker, Jonathan; Cwikowski, Anne-Marie... [et al.]. 
Year:   1999 
Title:   Street-level democracy: political settings at the margins of global power 
Publisher: Toronto, Ont. Between the Lines: West Hartford Conn., viii, 279 p., 23 cm. 
Keywords:  Political participation -- Social movements -- Developing countries -- Case 
studies. 
 
28. Authors:  Barlow, Maude; Clarke, Tony 
Year:   2001 
Title:   Global showdown: how the new activists are fighting global corporate rule 
Publisher: Toronto: Stoddart, ix, 238 p., 24 cm. 
Keywords:  International trade -- Environmental aspects -- Social aspects -- Political 
aspects -- International business enterprises -- Economic policy -- Citizen 
participation. -- World Trade Organization -- Developing countries. 
 
29. Author:  Bellows, Thomas J. (ed.) 
Year:   2000 
Title:  Taiwan and mainland China: democratization, political participation and 
economic development in the 1990s - (Papers originally presented at St. 
John's University's Seventeenth International Conference on Asian Affairs) 
Publisher: New York: Center of Asian Studies St. John's University, 451 p., ill.; 23 cm. 
Keywords:  Democracy -- Political participation -- Democratization -- Politics and 
governement 1988 - -- China - Economic conditions -- 1976-2000 --Taiwan -
Economic conditions -- 1975 - -- Congresses. --  
TOC:  On the right track: an analysis of the December 1998 elections in Taiwan / 
Wen-hui Tsai -- Major developments in Taiwan's democratization / Cal Clark 
-- Democracy in Taiwan: continuing appraisal / James A. Robinson -- 
Taiwan's 1998 legislative Yuan, metropolitan mayoral and city council 
elections: confirming and consolidating democracy in the Republic of China / 
John F. Copper -- Taiwan and Singapore: political development and 
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democratization / Thomas J. Bellows -- The roles of foreign non-
governmental organizations in the development and promotion of village 
elections in the People's Republic of China / Paul C. Grove -- Creeping 
democracy: China's direct elections at the township and county levels / 
Yawei Liu -- Political culture: a prerequisite for democracy? / Tianjian Shi -- 
Village democracy in China: the case of southern Jiansu Province / Yang 
Zhong -- Is democracy possible in China: If so, what paths might China take? 
/ Robert A. Pastor -- China's economic development since the Asian financial 
crisis / Chu-Yuan Cheng -- China and Taiwan: a comparative study of 
economic problems since the Asian financial crisis / Jan S. Prybyla -- The 
economies of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong since the Asian crisis / Dan 
Ciuriak -- Program of the Seventeenth International Conference on Asian 
Affairs. 
 
30. Authors: Bermeo, Nancy Gina; Nord, Philip G. (eds) 
Year:   2000 
Title:   Civil society before democracy: lessons from nineteenth-century Europe 
Publisher: Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, xxxiii, 277 p., 24 cm. 
Keywords:  Civil society -- Democracy -- Politics and government  -- Europe -- History -- 
19th century. 
TOC:  On liberalism and the emergence of civil society in Portugal / António Costa 
Pinto and Pedro Tavares de Almedia -- The dream of civil society in tsarist 
Russia: law, state, and religion / Laura Engelstein -- Public opinion and 
associations in nineteenth-century Italy / Alberto Mario Banti -- Liberalism 
and civil society in Italy: from hegemony to mediation / Adrian Lyttelton -- 
Civil society and the middle classes in nineteenth-century Germany / Klaus 
Tenfelde -- Civil society, subscriber democracies, and parliamentary 
government in Great Britain / Robert Morris -- Political association in 
nineteenth-century France / Raymond Huard -- Liberalization, 
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